
� With Eid-ul-Azha just two months away, businesses and

individuals are investing in a broad range of activities to get

handsome returns during the festival.

� The Economic Coordination Committee of the Cabinet (ECC), in

its meeting, had allowed duty-free import of 200,000 tons of

potatoes from India under the belief that the entry of cheaper

Indian potatoes will compel the hoarders to bring their stored

commodity into the open market and sell it at Rs30 per kg.

� Strong dusty winds, coupled with delayed irrigation water

supply in lower Sindh, have hit major kharif crops, including

paddy, phutti and sugarcane, at the pre-maturing stage

� All major food crops i.e. wheat, rice and sugarcane are

continually attacked by specific diseases frustrating plans to

obtain the required increase in their per hectare output.

� Pakistan lifted a 13-year-old ban on the import of live animals

from the countries affected by Bovine Spongiform

Encephalopathy, commonly known as the ‘mad cow disease’.

� Pakistani flour millers bought around 100,000 tons of wheat

from the Black Sea region this week, while importers in

Bangladesh booked 50,000 tons.

� The government has decided to make the seed business a

federal subject, and has, for the purpose, reintroduced a bill in

the National Assembly originally tabled four years ago but never

taken up.

� Husi Food Co, the meat processor which has been shut down in

China for mixing and repacking expired chicken meat and beef

with new expiry dates, had been supplying meat until recently

to a multinational food chain in Pakistan.

� The State Bank of Pakistan maintained that minor crops

suffered a 3.5% decline during the reported time, hobbling

agricultural growth to 2.1% against the targeted 2.9%.

� According to Pakistan Bureau of Statistics, exports of fruits are

growing fast. Over the last three years, the foreign sales grew at

an average annual rate of around 17% from $292m in FY11 to

over $438m in FY14.

� A recent report by the US Department of Agriculture’s and

Economic Research Service lays bare Pakistan’s food and, by

extension, nutrition realities claiming that out of 84 countries it

surveyed, Pakistanis spend 47.7% of their incomes, and the

highest, on food.�
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